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ABSTRACT 
A characterization is given of simple graphs G = (X,r) such that HG= 
(r(x) u {x} Ix EX) is a balanced hypergraph. 
KEY WORDS & PHRASES: balanced hypergraph. 
BERGE [l,p.278] asked for a characterization of simple graphs G • (X,r) 
such that the hypergraph HG = (r(x) u (x} x .:. X) is balanced. (A hyper-
graph (E.li E: I) is called balanced if for each circuit l 
(x 1,E 1,x2,E2 , ..• ,xn,En,x1), where n is odd, there exists an Ei (lsisn) such 
that IEi n {x 1, ••• ,xn}I ~ 3). The following theorem gives such a character-
ization. 
THEOREM. Let G = (X,f) be a simple gPaph and let HG• (f(x) u {x}jx € X). 
Then the foilowing conditions a:r-e equivalent: 
(I) HG is balanaed; 
(2) evePy subgPaph of G induced by a circuit of length at least 4 has a 
point 2Jith valency at least 3 and ePe'l'y subgraph of G induaed by a 
ciPcuit of length 4k + 2 has at most 2k points 2Jith valenay 2 
PROOF. Define for each x € X: r (x) = r(x) u {x}. 
* (I)~ (2). Let C = (x 1, ... ,x4k+i'x1) be a circuit in G, where k?: I and 
0 sis 3. 
If i = 2, C can be interpreted as a representation of an odd circuit in HG' 
namely the circuit 
C' = (x 1,r*(x2),x3,r*(x4), ... ,r*(x4k+Z),x 1). Since HG is balanced some 
xj must be adjacent to at least three other vertices xi, i.e. the valency 
in C' of x. is at least 3. 
J 
If 1 = then in order to get an odd circuit 1n HG we have to repeat one 
point: 
C' = (x 1,r*(x1),x2,r*(x3), ... ,r*(x4k+l),x 1). 
If 1 = 0 we have to repeat two non-adjacent points, and if i = 3 we have 
to repeat three non-adjacent points in order to get an odd circuit in HG. 
E.g. in the last case: 
c' = (x 1,r*(x1),x2,r*(x3),x3,r*(x4),x5,r*(x5),x6 , ..• ,r*(x4k+3),x1). 
In all cases it follows that for some j the set r (x.) contains at least 
* J 
three vertices of C', since HG is balanced. It is not possible that 
r· (x.) = {x. 1,x.,x. 1} (otherwise x. 1,x.,x.+I would be vertices of C', 
* J J- J J+ r J J 
but only non-adjacent vertices of C were repeated), hence the valency of 
x. in C is at least 3. This shows that every circuit in G with at least 
J 
4 vertices contains a point with valency at least 3. Next assume we have 
a circuit C in G with 4k + 2 vertices of which at least 2k + I have in C 
valency 2: 
2 
C = (x 1,x2, ... ,x4k+Z'x). If xi and xi+I both have valency 2 then a minimal 
circuit c0 , which is contained in C and which contains xi and xi+!' also 
contains xi-I and xi+z· Hence c0 has at least 4 vertices. Therefore c0 must 
contain a point xj with valency at least 3, i.e. c0 contains a diagonal. 
But this contradicts the minimality of c0 • Hence at most one of two adjacent 
points has valency 2 in C and we can index C in such a way that the points 
of valency 2 are just the points x2 ,x4, ... ,x4k+Z with even subscript. Taking 
C' = (x 1,r*(x2),x3,r*(x4), ... ,r*(x4k+Z),x 1) we find that HG is not bal-
anced. 
(2) => (1). Assume HG is not balanced and that we have a circuit 
C = (x 1 ,E 1 , ••• ,x2n+l'EZn+l'xl) such that for each i: 
IE. n {x1 , ••• ,x2 1 }1 = 2. Let E. = r (y.) with y. EX. Note that we may i n+ i * 1. 1. 
suppose that all x. are different. If ally. differ from each x. then we 
1. 1. J 
have a circuit (x 1,y 1, ••• ,x2n+l'Yzn+l'xl) in G with length 4n + 2 and 
2n + vertices have valency 2, contrary to the hypothesis. Therefore as-
sume y 1 equals some xj. But: E1 n {x1 , ••• ,x2n+l} ~ {x 1,x2 ,xj}, hence xj 
must be either x 1 or x2 and we may suppose y 1 = x 1• Now let 
G0 = {x1, ••• ,x2n+l'yl, ... ,y2n+l} and let c0 be a minimal circuit 1.n G0 con-
taining x 1 = y1• By hypothesis c0 is a triangle: c0 = (x 1,z 1,z2,x1). 
If z 1 c: { x 2 , ... , x2n+ 1 } then: E 1 n { x 1 , ••• , x2n+ 1 } ~ { x 1 , x2 , z 1 } , so z 1 = x2 . 
Therefore {z 1,z2 } cl: {x2 , ... ,x2n+l}. Hence we may assume: 
z2 i {x 1 , ••• ,x2n+l}, i.e. z2 = yk for some k # l. 
But now: Ek n {x 1, ••• ,x2n+l} ~ {~•~+ 1,x1}, so k = 2n +land z2 = Yzn+l • 
Therefore {z 1 ,z 2 } ¢ {z 1,z2} cl: {y 1, •• ·,Yzn+l}. Thus c0 = (x 1,x2 ,Yzn+I), and 
this means that: EZn+l n {x 1, ••• ,x2n+I} ~ {x 1,x2 ,x2n+l}. But this contra-
dicts our assumption. D 
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